~Angie Pickman

OUR STORY
Nestled on the banks of the Mississippi
River in western Wisconsin, La Crosse
is at the heart of the Driftless Region.
During the last Ice Age, when the
surrounding land was scraped flat by
glaciers, this area remained untouched,
creating a unique bioregion. Comprised
of bluffs, river valleys, and hillside
prairies, the Driftless Region is perfect
for small-scale, quality-focused farming.
La Crosse Distilling Co. was created to
capture the heart and history of this
region while producing handcrafted
field-to-glass spirits.
Midwestern conservationist Aldo Leopold once said, “When we
see land as a community to which we belong, we may begin to
use it with love and respect.” Driftless Pure is our promise to
use organic ingredients, employ sustainable practices and focus
on authentic quality. We partner with family farmers who share
our values. Using this Farmer Forward approach, we source
ingredients from those who work with heirloom seeds and rely
on vital pollinators like hummingbirds, bees and butterflies;
helping us produce the deep and rich flavor profiles in each of
the bottles we distill.
At La Crosse Distilling Co. we source our water locally from the
region’s glacial aquifers, seek only the finest organic ingredients
and obsess over every detail; making each of our spirits a unique
expression of a particular place, a farmer’s passion and our
careful work. Join us at our new geothermal powered distillery
and tasting room where Genuine Wisconsin Spirit is captured
in every sip.

100% GLUTEN FREE + ORGANIC

FIELDNOTES VODKA
Our corn-based vodka is just that, 100% Midwestern organic yellow dent corn.
Besides the yeast and enzymes we use to break down the sugars in the corn,
there’s nothing else used to make this spirit. It is double-distilled and filtered
for an easy finish.
We want to highlight the farmers’ work in the field and our distillery’s careful
craft in every bottle. This simple corn vodka is versatile. It will complement
your favorite bloody mary recipe, mixes well with just soda water or any other
favorite vodka cocktail.

2020 American Distilling Institute Judging of Craft Spirits - Gold
2020 Denver International Spirits Competition - Silver
2020 ADI Excellence in Packaging - Gold

We have discontinued our potato vodka but may bring this product back in the future.

100% GLUTEN FREE + ORGANIC

FIELDNOTES GIN
This award-winning new American
style gin is distilled from organic
yellow dent corn to produce a clean
yet fruity base spirit. We run a second
distillation on our smaller 75 gallon
still adding botanicals such as lavender, bay leaf, thyme and lemon.
The result is a very floral and
herbaceous gin with citrus notes.
It will make a great gimlet or martini

and creates a fun twist on the classic
gin and tonic. Patrons often tell us
that they were never a gin drinker
until they tried Fieldnotes Gin.
Our brands can be found in liquor
stores, bars and restaurants
throughout the states of Wisconsin,
Colorado, Minnesota and Illinois. If
you don’t see our spirits somewhere,
please ask them to bring it in.

2020 Denver International Spirits Competition - Silver
2019 Sip Awards - Gold

ORGANIC INGREDIENTS
Drfitless Pure is our promise to be caretakers of this beautiful land. All of our spirits are
made from organic ingredients and sourced from local and regional family farmers as
much as possible. We work with farmers who are growing open-pollinated crops which
support pollinator habitat and healthy soil as well as a healthy environment for us all.
These heirloom and open-pollinated crops also produce deeper and richer flavor profiles. You will taste the difference.

MADE IN LA CROSSE
We are sourcing most of the ingredients for our spirits right here in our own backyard
from local farmers. Our distiller is taking those locally sourced ingredients and distilling
them at our facility in downtown La Crosse. Every step of the process is handcrafted and
made in house.

HEADY BELLA
COFFEE WHISKEY

Heady Bella Coffee Whiskey celebrates the abundance of resources here in
the Driftless Region. Organic rye grown by family farmers close by, milled
and distilled at our geothermal powered distillery and aged in oak barrels
on the banks of the Mississippi River. Ground espresso beans from our
friends in Viroqua, WI at Wonderstate Coffee, and maple syrup tapped from
the native trees of our majestic forests by Embark, are married together
with our rye whiskey. We’re grateful for our talented neighbors, friends and
farmers helping us create this 80 proof, organic coffee whiskey, born natural,
free from any artificial ingredients or flavors.
The locally roasted espresso flavors are apparent up front with additional
notes of chocolate and hazelnut. The hint of whiskey lingers throughout and
a touch of maple syrup balances the acidity and boldness of the espresso
to finish with a kiss of sweetness. This spirit is enjoyed on its own or in a
classic martini with a splash of black walnut bitters.

DOWNTOWN TOODELOO
ROCK AND RYE
Downtown Toodeloo Rock and Rye draws upon inspiration from nineteenth
century pharmacists and taverners who served this medicinal liquor to treat
ailments like the common cold, hay fever or even a case of the blues. As
the old saying goes, “a spoonful of sugar helps the medicine go down.” Our
High Rye Light Whiskey is the foundation for this playful spirit married with
Wisconsin made maple syrup, crystallized honey, cranberries and cosmic
elixirs. A half step dance and song later, the honeybees give us wax from
their honeycomb to seal the bottles with a hug from us to you. Enjoy a cup of
rock and rye and you’re on your way to feeling alright!
This rye whiskey is best drank neat or on the rocks. It goes down easy on
its own or simply with seltzer water, which will allow you to enjoy all of the
flavor from the oranges, lemons, maple syrup and honey.
2020 Denver International Spirits Competition - Double Gold
2020 American Distilling Institute Judging of Craft Spirits - Bronze

FUTURE AGED SPIRITS

We are currently distilling several whiskeys and
brandys. These spirits are “resting” and will need
some time before we can share them with you.
We started our barreling program in 2018.

ROBBER’S STRAIGHT RYE
WHISKEY
Years ago we caught wind that a bunch of Wisconsin made rye whiskey
was being loaded onto a train and shipped out of state to age somewhere
unknown for reasons too painful to share. We couldn’t let that happen. We
set out to find that train and rescue as many barrels of rye whiskey as we
could. We devised a disguise and waited for the right moment to make our
move. We can’t tell you much more than that. There’s an old saying, “one
man gathers what another man spills.”
Shortly after we opened our doors, we had heard that Death’s Door Spirits
in Middleton, WI was going to be selling their company or possibly closing
down. Before that could happen, we purchased some barrels of whiskey
from them in December 2018, hauled them over to La Crosse and put them
to rest in our barrel barn. There were four different mash bills, one of which
was a Maryland Rye. This first release, Robber’s Straight Rye Whiskey, is a
four barrel blend of the Maryland Ryes, which tend to be a slightly sweeter
and more complex rye whiskey. We are coming up on three years of aging
(barreled in April 2018), and bottled it at barrel strength. We are excited
to start releasing these limited edition whiskeys into the world over the
next few years. Experience the taste - and collaboration - of this genuine
Wisconsin spirit! Released January 2021.

HIGH HAWK
STRAIGHT RYE WHISKEY
We live and breathe music here at La Crosse Distilling Co. It’s truly a part
of the spirits we create and nothing goes together better than music and
whiskey! This limited edition single barrel high rye whiskey was hand picked
to celebrate the inaugural album release from The High Hawks. As the fellas
in the band like to say, “Let’s go High Hawkin’!”
Shortly after we opened our doors at La Crosse Distilling Company we were
presented with an opportunity. An opportunity to help another Wisconsin
distillery out by acquiring a portion of their whiskey barrels. We took a trip
in the middle of the night, high hawkin’ it, to make it a reality. One of many
mash bills that caught our attention was a high rye whiskey, which we’ve
been aging in the rickhouse for the last several years. High rye whiskeys
are just that, a whiskey with a lot of rye in the recipe which creates a deep
character and richness.
High Hawk Straight Rye Whiskey will be rolled out one barrel at a time as
single barrel picks. While the mash bills are similar, they will all have their
own subtle and unique flavor profiles depending on where they were located
in the rickhouse among other factors. We are grateful to be able to share
these barrels with you.

LIMITED EDITION HOUSE SERIES
We are excited to share our Limited Edition House Series with you.
This is where new spirits come to be born at La Crosse Distilling
Co. Like all of our distilled spirits, these liquors will be produced
with the best local and regional organic ingredients. They are
all handcrafted and bottled right here at the Distillery. Some of
these products will be produced seasonally in conjunction with a
particular crop’s harvest and others will be simply created for us
to try out something new and see what kind of response it receives
from you, our tasting partners! We are also planning to conspire and
partner with local businesses and purveyors on some of these spirits
to create unique collaborations and creations. Check in with us regularly at the tasting
room to experience this ever evolving and growing collection of spirits.
Due to the great reaction the High Rye Light Whiskey has received in the Tasting Room,
we have started to distribute it state wide. Ask for it at your favorite liquor stores,
restaurants and bars.

HIGH RYE LIGHT WHISKEY
We distill our light whiskey from organic rye and a pinch of wheat grown by
family farmers. It is intentionally aged for no more than a couple of weeks in a
combination of used charred oak barrels and toasted oak barrels that are made
with white American oak from local stave-maker, Staggemeyer Stave Company.
This process allows the spice of the rye and the sweetness of the wheat to come
shining through with just a kiss of oak.
Guests are always surprised at how easy-drinking it is given how spirit forward
the cocktail is made. It is also enjoyed neat or on the rocks. Light whiskey is a
fairly unexplored spirit category, so experiment with it and let us know what you
come up with!
2019 North American Bourbon & Whiskey Competition - Bronze
2019 Denver International Spirits Competition - Bronze

CHRISTMAS GIN
Our award-winning American style Fieldnotes Gin is distilled
from organic wheat and barley to produce a clean yet fruity base
spirit. We run a second distillation on our smaller 75 gallon still
adding botanicals such as lavender, bay leaf, thyme and lemon.
For our Christmas Gin, we then add a note of black currant to
create a small batch of holiday spirit only available for a limited
time in December. Surround yourselves with loved ones, be merry
and cheers to the new year with a pour of our limited edition
Christmas Gin. Released December 2020.

HOUSE BREWED BEER

When we decided to add a full service restaurant and bar to our tasting room
we knew we would want to offer beer to our guests. By state and federal law,
distilleries are required to have a brewing permit to sell any beer. Our head distiller
Mitchell Parr spent many years brewing beer locally and in Chicago for Lagunitas
Brewing Co. before we opened the distillery. With the proper permits and a small 7
bbl brewing system, the tasting room serves our small batch house beers and other
Wisconsin craft beer! We are happy to be able to support the small breweries in
Wisconsin that we love.
Due to spirit production demands, we recently brought brewer Graham Kaczmarek
onto our team to focus on our house beer program. Graham had worked in several
departments for Odell Brewing in Fort Collins, CO before moving back to Wisconsin.
Graham has brought with him some very unique beer recipes including his dill
flavored pilsner, which makes for the best Bloody Mary side car. We are now
canning our house beers - ask your server what is available to take home!

WISCO SIDECAR

JIFFY JACK

Pickled Pilsner | 4.9% ABV | 30 IBU
In our quest to create the perfect sidecar
we listened to your feedback and
adjusted. This new version has double
the dill and twice the spice. We also left
this beer unfiltered and shortened the
lager time to get as much of the dill flavor
as we could to come through. It’s wild
and hazy and it breaks the rules. This
creamy lager is a great pickle-forward
way to start your day! (Originally: Sconny
Sidecar)

American Pale Ale | 6.4% ABV | 55 IBU
“Okay buckaroos, Scamp Walker time
again. I’m trying to slide one by you once
more. Don’t matter how you do it, just do
it like you know it. I’ve been down that
road once or twice before” – Jerry Jeff
Walker A heavy-handed American pale
ale with a deliberate yet delicate malt
forward approach. Lotus hops headline
this show with a little help from Strata.
Smooth and sweet with mild bitterness
and a fruit forward finish.

COULEE KOOLAID

ROTATING TAPS

American Sour Ale | 5.1% ABV | 14 IBU
For this installment of Coulee Koolaid we
harvested the recovered black currants
from our limited edition house series
Christmas Gin, blending them with Door
County cherries that were then let to rest
on our sour base. The result is a pure and
original sour that was just too refreshing
to let sit any longer. A great escape from
these cold harsh winter days.

We will have various offerings, including
experimental IPAs, bargots and more
available for a limited time.

We proudly display the Independent Craft Brewer seal to identify our small craft brewery
and those who want to support other small craft breweries. This certified mark gives beer
lovers an easy way to identify independent craft beer.

WOODPECKER BARREL SERIES
We are pleased to announce the launch of our new barrel-aged house beer series:
Woodpecker Barrel Series. Our brewmaster is working on placing his latest brews
into our emptied spirit barrels to create some unique limited edition beers.

Volume 1

Volume 2

BENEATH THE BARK

TREE LINE EYE SHINE

Chocolate Coconut Stout
10.2% ABV | 21 IBU
This barrel aged stout leads with a jetblack viscous flow and a warm caramel
head. The nose hits you up front with
wet whiskey oak mellowing into aromatic
sweetness and deep floral vanilla tones.
The rich and creamy milk chocolate
backbone combined with toasted coconut
takes you on a deep nutty journey with
hints of light caramel, and dark chocolate
to finish. With a velvet mouthfeel and legs
for days this stout is perfect for sharing
with friends and family or not sharing
at all!

Coffee Stout | 10.8% ABV | 14 IBU
We hand selected and blended whiskey
barrels of aging chocolate stout to create
this deep bodied creamy treat. Toasted
almonds and hazelnuts bring out a nutty
warm buttery feel. We used fresh locally
roasted coffee beans to balance out the
lactose sweetness. This barrel-aged
delight is sure to evoke your creative side.
Sourced from familiar places created by
local faces. To be enjoyed any time of day
in any kind of way.

Volume 3

Volume 4

YOU SERIOUS, CLARK?

SAPSUCKER SALUTE

Chocolate Coconut Stout
11% ABV | 16 IBU
This barrel aged cream stout enjoyed
fourteen months in our spent rye whiskey
barrels. The mellow complexity that
came from this aging process left us with
the perfect canvas to create this holiday
delight. With spicy overtones that conjure
up laughter from the past and excitement
for the future. This tasty treat is a
celebration of what has been and what
will be. Don’t you go falling in love with it
now because this is a limited release!

Bourbon Maple Stout
10.4% ABV | 15 IBU
This journey starts out with a bourbon
barrel filled with pure maple syrup. Once
this syrup was harvested, we wasted no
time filling the barrel back up with our
twelve month rye whiskey, barrel-aged
chocolate stout. The stout then rested
an additional six months in the maple
bourbon barrel transforming into quite a
treat. Clean, complex, woody and warm
with hints of caramel, vanilla and dark
fruit.

DISTILLERY TOURS

Public tours offered on Saturdays!

$10 includes spirit tasting. You’ll learn about each step of our handcrafted
spirits process; frotm the farmer’s field to our on-site mill to the mash tun
to the fermenters to the still and then on to being blended, proofed and
put into a bottle. Reserve your spot online or give us a call.
For private tours, email events@lacrossedistilling.co or give us a call.

MERCHANDISE SHOP
Purchase bottles of our handcrafted spirits, La Crosse Distilling Co.
apparel and a diverse selection of curated goods that speak to our story at
our in-house retail space. Check out our store online!

SPECIAL EVENTS & PRIVATE TOURS
Interested in hosting your social or business event
at the Distillery? We offer our mezzanine space
for private rental for groups up to 50 people. The
mezzanine includes dining tables, a soft seating
area, a shuffle puck table & a private bar. Please
email events@lacrossedistilling.co to inquire about
our rates and food and beverage offerings.

NEWSLETTER
Be a part of the family! Sign up for the La Crosse
Distilling Co. Newsletter and be the first to learn
about events, new products and special offers.
Sign up online at www.lacrossedistilling.co/club

